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Control of Traffic Intensity in a Queue-A Method Based on SPRT 
S.S. Rae, Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore, India 
U.N. Bhat, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, USA 
K. Harishchandra, Bangalore University, Bangalore, India 
One of the interesting problems in the study of queueing systems is the control 
of queues. Control can be affected through controllable parameters like service 
and/arrival rates, number of service channels, the queue discipline etc. In many 
queueing applications, a performance characteristic of great importance and interest 
is the traffic intensity ,P. The purpose of a control technique is to signal in time any 
change in p from the design level say pO, (the change can be in either directiun ), 
and to take appropriate action like suitably adjusting the service (arrival) rate to 
bring p back to the design level po. 
A method based cn the Sequential Probability Ratio Test to detect changes in 
the traffic intensity using the queue length process Q(t) has been proposed here. 
The procedure is based on the theory of SPRT for a sequence of observations 
forming a finite Markov Chain due to Phatarfod (1965). The procedure is applicable 
to the Markovian queueing systems and for systems like M/G/ 1, Gl/M,/s, M’“‘/G/ I 
etc, where one can identify an imbedded Markov chain in the underlying process. 
Extensive numerical methods for evaluating the OC and ASN of the SPRT procedure 
have also been discussed. 
A New Measure in Correlated Queues 
(Miss) Sharda and (Miss) Indu Garg, Department of Mathematics, Kurukshutra 
University, Kurukshetra- 132 119, India 
For a continuous time queueing system, with correlated arrivals and statistically 
independent departure+ c‘ explicit probabilities of exactly i arrivals and i departures, 
over a time interval, are obtained. The various events happen at imaginary transition 
marks and the inter-transition times follow the exponential distribution. A solution 
is obtained by solving the difference equations recursively. Interesting particular 
cases are studied. 
‘Transient Behaviour of Markovian Queues with Finite Waiting Spaces 
O.P. Sharma and U.C. Gupta, Department of Mathematics, I.I.T., New Delhi, India 
An attempt is made to develop a new technique for studying the transient behaviour 
of certain queueing systems with finite waiting spaces. We-define 
&Jr, 1) = Pr{ fr custom.,, prs arrive and k leave the system after getting served 
in the time interval (0, t) and Y customers are waiting 
at time t} 
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and q&( r, 0) as its Laplace transform and obtain JI( r, 0) though summation. By 
inverting #(r, e), closed form expressions for the state probabilities for the following 
three cases is obtained: 
(0 A 
(ii) A 
(iii) A 
simple queue i.e. M/M/ l/ N system, 
two server Markovian queue with correlated servers, 
tandem queue. 
The Time-Dependent Queueing Problem with Departures Having Random Memory 
Ranjit Singh and Indu Bala Garg, Department of Mathematics, Kurukshetra 
LJniversity, Kurukshetra-132 119, India 
The present paper studies the transient behaviour of a first in first out (FIFO) 
queueing problem with arrivals having zero-step memory and departures random 
memory. The various events involved in the process can occur only at the transition 
time marks to, t,, t2, . . . . The intertransition time is distributed exponentially. The 
Laplace transform of the probability generating function of the queue length is 
obtained. Finally, the generating function for the steady state and some particular 
cases are derived. 
Some Duality Results for Stochastic Storage Systems 
N. Venugopal, Department qf Statistics, S. V. University, Tirupati-51?502, lndia 
K.L.A.P. Sarma, S. K. Universir): Anantapur 515003, India 
Venugopal f 1974) proposed a storage model, derived explicit results and obtained 
agreement with some results in Prabhu (1964), Cohen (1969) and Takacs (1967). 
Iacrr, with Sarma in 1979, he proposed a model for Banking systems. A critical 
examination of the results for these two types of models revealed certain duality 
aspects. Motivated thus, further attempts are initiated. Though some results in this 
direction are indicated in Prabhu (1964) and Cohen (1969), a gap still exists for 
results in depth or detail. An aim here, is to narrow the gap. Specifically, we establish 
duality theorems, exploiting the reflection principle, and for general storage systems, 
and we demonstrate their usefulness in terms of manipulative labour as well as by 
providing an alternative method for a system in terms of its dual. 
Some Storage Models in C’ontinuous Time with Random Inputs and Random Outputs 
together with Exponential Release 
P.R. Vittal, Department of Mathematics, Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda College, 
Nylapore, Madras-600 004, Pndia 
2. Vasudevan, Matscience, Madras-600013, India 
. 
Imbedding technique is used to solve finite capacity storage problems in con- 
tinuow time with Poisson inputs and Poisson outputs in addition to a deterministic 
